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EQUICONTINUITY, AFFINE MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM
AND LINEAR EQUATIONS IN RANDOM NORMED SPACES

V. RADU

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to give a characterization of equicon-

tinuous families of linear operators in random normed spaces which gener-

alizes the normed spaces case.

This characterization is used to generalize some results on iterative solu-

tions of linear equations by using the affine mean ergodic theorem for

locally convex spaces (note that every Freenet space is a random normed

space with the f-norm T = Min).

1. Probabilistic metric spaces were introduced by K. Menger [4]. A. N.

Serstnev [11], [12] extended the idea to linear spaces and introduced the

notion of random normed space.

In this note is given a characterization of equicontinuous families of linear

operators on such spaces. In the second part, this characterization is used in

order to generalize a result of Dotson [1] concerning the iterative solutions of

linear equations in normed spaces.

Let Sx and S2 be two random normed spaces [11] and £ = £(S\ S2) the

family of all linear continuous operators from S1 into S2, with the (e, X)

topologies (see also [10]). Let A+ be the set of all distribution functions F

such that F(0) = 0.

In what follows H will be the element of A+ defined by

0    if x < 0,
"W-ll     lix>0.

If F and G are in A+ and F(x) < G(x) for all x in R, then we write F < G

or G > F.

We say that a sequence {Fn} c A + is weakly convergent to H if for every x

in (0, oo), Fn(x) converges to 1 [9]. In [8] it is proved that a linear operator/:

Sx -» S2 is continuous if and only if there exists v. A+ —> A+ such that

(i) v is weakly continuous at H;

(ll) v(Fp) < FKp).

This result can be extended to families of linear operators in a natural way.

Proposition 1.1. Let B be an equicontinuous family in £ . Then there exists a

self-mapping vR o/A+ such that

(l) vB is weakly continuous at H;

(ii) vB(Fp) < Ff(p)for every f in B.
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Proof. Let A = {p E S1, Fp > F). It is known [11] that A is a bounded

subset of Sl. Since B is equicontinuous, {fiA)}fEB is uniformly bounded in

S2. Therefore there exists G in A + such that F¡(p) > G for all/in 5 and/; in

A.

Let us define

(1.1) vB(F)=      mf     FJlp);    vB(F)(x) = sup vB{F)(t).
f£B,p£A ,<x

Then it is clear that vBiF) is in A+ and condition (ii) holds. To prove (i) let us

assume that there exists a sequence {Fn} such that Fn converges weakly to H

and vBiFn) does not converge to H. Then there exist e0 and A0 such that

V«3m„ > n, vB{F   )(e0) < 1 - A0.

Therefore for every n there exist pn in S ' and fn in 5 such that

(1.2) Fpn > F^    and    F/>n)(e0) < 1 - A0.

Since clearly Fp^ converges weakly to H and B is equicontinuous, Ff ( } must

converge to //, which contradicts (1.2) and the proposition is proved.

Remark 1. If £ is the singleton {/} then vB is the function Vj obtained in

Theorem 2.1 of [8].

The following theorem is a characterization of equicontinuous families of

linear operators.

Theorem 1.1. Let B be a family of linear operators between two random

normed spaces. Then B is equicontinuous if and only if there exists a mapping v:

A + -* A+ such that

if) v is weakly continuous at H;

(ii) viFp) < Ff(pXfor every f in B.

Proof. For the necessity it suffices to apply the above proposition. To

prove the sufficiency let {/>„} be convergent to 0. Then, by the definition, F

converges weakly to H. Since v is weakly continuous at H, v(F ) converges

weakly to H, and from condition (ii) we obtain that F¡(  x converges weakly to

H, uniformly on/. Therefore B is equicontinuous.

Remark 2. From formulas (1.1) it follows that v can be supposed nonde-

creasing. Again from (1.1) and condition (ii) we obtain that v < vB < v¡ for

every / in B.

Corollary 1. If Sx and S2 are normed spaces then a family B of linear

continuous operators f: Sl —» S2 is equicontinuous if and only if there exists

c > 0 such that ||/|| < c for all f in B.

Proof. It is known [11] that a normed space can be considered as a

random normed space if one sets Fp = Hfx — \\p\\). By a simple calculation

one obtains that iy(//,) = Ff, where Hxix) = Hix — 1). By Remark 2 we

have viHx) < Fj for all /in B, which says that B is a bounded subset of £.

Corollary 2. Let G be family of affine mappings g: Sl —> S2, g = f + q

where f is linear and q is in S2. Then G is equicontinuous if and only if there
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exists a self-mapping v of A+ such that

(a) v is weakly continuous at H;

(b) v < Vj for all f in G.

Proof. Easy consequence of Remark 2.

Theorem 1.2. Let [fa}aeD be a net in £ such that fa(p) converges to f(p)

for allp in Sl. Suppose Sx and S2 are complete. Then

(i)fis in £;
(ii) there exists v. A+ —* A+ such that

(a) v is weakly continuous at H;

(b) v < vffor every a in D.

Proof. It is known that Sx and S2 are metrizable [12]. Since by hypothesis

they are complete, it suffices to apply the uniform boundedness theorem and

Proposition 1.1.

2. Let (S, lSr, T) be a random normed space with the /-norm T = Min. It is

easy to see that with the (e, À) topology, S is locally convex and metrizable

[5]. Let /: S —> S be a linear and continuous operator.

As in [1] let a be an infinite real matrix, a = [AnJ] such that

(m,) A„j > 0 for all nj and Anj = 0 if n < j;

(m2) 2"=xAnj = 1 for each n.

Let us define the polynomials An and Bn by

An(t)= ¿v"' *■(')- * TA

and the linear operators a„ and b„ by

an = An(f),    bn = B„(f).

Definition 2.1. The operator / is said to be random asymptotically a-

bounded if there exists v: A+ -» A+ such that

(i) v is weakly continuous at H;

(ii) v < rv

Remark 3. If S is a normed space and considered as a random normed

space (see the proof of Corollary 11 then / is random asymptotically a-

bounded iff it is asymptotically     ' ^unded (see Dotson [1]).

Definition 2.2. The operator / is said to be random asymptotically a-

regular if the sequence fan — an is pointwise convergent to zero.

It is easy to see that if / is random asymptotically a-regular then f" is

random asymptotically a-regular for each m (see [1]). The following proposi-

tion generalizes the Lemma 3 from [11:6 l   J

Proposition 2.1. Let a' be the identity matrix and ac be the Cesaro matrix.

If f is random asymptotically a'-bounded then f is random asymptotically

ac-bounded and random asymptotically ac-regular.

Proof. Since / is random asymptotically a'-bounded, let v be as in

Definition 2.1. Then clearly v¡¡ > v for ally. Since a„c = «"'S".,/7-1, we

have
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^(F)(x) = "«-'2J.,/-'(^K*) = ^jcr(FXw)

>   Min i-/,-1(F)(x) > y(F)(x),
1< 7 < n

that is ^ > í» for all « which says that / is random asymptotically un-

bounded. On the other hand,

Ffa¡p-aa> (X) =   Fl/«(/,% )(X) =   Ff?-f (nX)

> T(Ff;(nx/2),Fp(nx/2)) > T{yr(Fp)(nx/2), Fp(nx/2))

> T(v(FP)(nx/2)> Fp(nx/2))

which implies that fa^p — a^p —» 0 as n —> oo, and the proposition is proved.

Let v be an element of S, f: S —» S a continuous linear operator and

consider the equation

v2-1) ft-/„-».

We will use the affine mean ergodic theorem of Eberlein-Dotson [1] in order

to generalize to random normed spaces some results obtained in [1] concern-

ing the iterative solution of (2.1), in the case of normed spaces. Firstly we will

give the affine mean ergodic theorem which is proved in [1] (in a more

general case of a locally convex Hausdorff linear topological space). Let

G = {ga}alEl be family of continuous affine self-mappings of S.

Theorem (Dotson [1]). Suppose {Cß} is a net of continuous affine self-

mappings of S such that

(i) {Cß} is equicontinuous;

(ii) cßr E co({ gar}aeI)for all ß and r.
C •       O 1.1Suppose p in S such that

(iii) linig(cpgj> - Cßp) = lim(gac^ - Cpp) = 0 for each a G I;

(iv) the net {Cßp) clusters weakly at q £ S.

Then

(v) gaq — q for each a £ /;

{vi)qGÜ>({gap}aei);
(vii) lim^ Cßp = q.

Let g = f + v, where / and v are as in (2.1), let G = {g"}no=0 an^ set

cn = ï%xAnJgi-\

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f is random asymptotically a-bounded, random

asymptotically a-regular and v is in the range of I - /(/ is the identity on S). If

for some p in S the sequence {c„p} (= \\aj> + bnv}) clusters weakly at the

point u , then {c„p} converges to up which is a solution of the equation (2.1).

Proof. We will verify the conditions of Dotson's Theorem. In fact we will

follow the proof of Theorem 2 in [1].

Since cn = an + bnv and / is random asymptotically a-bounded, (i) is

verified, (ii) is clear from the definition of cn. To prove (iii) let q in 5 such that

q — fq = v. In [1] it is proved that

cngmP - cj> = gmc„p - cj> = gmanp - aj, + anv - angmv.

Since / is random asymptotically a-regular, condition (iii) is verified. Condi-
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tion (iv) is given by hypothesis and the theorem is proved. By the above 
Remark 3, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2, this theorem seems to generalize 
Theorem 2 of [I] and the results obtained from it. 
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